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WORDS FROM JAAP
Hi Everybody!
A speaker at a trainers conference told the audience
that all personality tests are crap. And that all tests
are crap, period.
When you hear something like this, please explain that
MindSonar is not a personality test. We assume people
have different mindsets in different situations.
Personality assumes they will be the same, always and
everywhere. Give uncle Joe four drinks of whiskey, and
you know that this ain't true.
Because he too is so much more...
Jaap Hollander - MindSonar Founder

MINDSONAR NEWS HIGHLIGHTS
Webinars - On March 16th, Dr. Jaime Leal & Ignacio Martinez will present in the
continuous learning for LatAm. Ignacio will share different techniques to
implement mindfulness at work using MindSonar. Webinar will be held in
Spanish.19.30 hrs EST.
On March 24th, Ian Clarke, Anita Harewood and Peter Rolland present a
webinar on understanding and managing conflict with MindSonar. 19:00-19:30
Introduction to Mindsonar followed by 19:30-20:00 Reducing conflict. Click here
for all events.
2020 MindSonar Core Policy Meeting - MindSonar Core Policy Group met on
February 16th, 17th and 18th in Nijmegen. They redefined the MS business
model, persona in the model, training policies for blended learning and
introducing MindSonar in new countries. Look out for the outputs of this
meeting in 2020. Questions Contact Jaap.
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MINDSONAR PROJECTS SHOWCASE
HELPING A PROFESSIONAL FIND THEIR DREAM JOB
Talented professionals don’t fit in a given corporate culture. A common response
is to doubt oneself and try to fit in. This is where Mindsonar can help.
MindSonar helped a professional to understand the unique combination of
Thinking Styles that supported his Mindset
The professional rewrote his resume, reconsidered his job outlook and found an
authentic way of presenting himself during job interviews (focusing on his
uniqueness). He was successful: he found his dream job within a few weeks

MINDSONAR PROFESSIONALS GLOBALLY
MEET PEDRO SALDIVAR
Pedro is a well-known business Coach who specializes in leadership. His
leadership programmes use both MindSonar and the Ken Blanchard
principles. They are very popular within the business community in the
north of Mexico
Pedro style is to create new structures and models that change the performance
of organization. He believes in modern leadership, a horizontal, efficient and
transparent leadership, based on innovative mentalities and a broad scope.
Pedro works under the standards of world-renowned institutions, such
as the Emotional Paycheck Institute of Canada, the International
Coaching Federation based in London, The Dutch Institute of Eclectic
Psychology.
Say Hi to Pedro
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RECOGNIZING MINDSET
March Mindset-first day of Spring or
Autumn depending on the hemisphere.
Grave Drives: Turquoise, balance & spirituality
Meta programs: Change, Matching &
Activity
"Autumn is the second spring when every
leaf is a flower"
"No matter how long winter is, spring is sure
to follow"

Article
FRANKENSTEINING - LOOKING FOR THE
BEAUTY IN A PROFILE
By Jantine Wijtsma
“Frankenstein was looking for beauty,” says Wikipedia. And that’s what I do
as well. Every profile has its beauty. Seeking a good outcome for clients, I
imagine putting on other meta programmes and drives and I experience
the difference myself.

Whatever your client’s coaching question is, you can ask Frankenstein to help you to solve the
problem. He is always available to help. You can ask his expertise for any client …. curious how?
In a session with a client, the ultimate way of building rapport is by matching the Graves drives
and metaprograms you see as a coach on page 2 of the MindSonar report..........

Read More
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